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BENITE CORION

creator of new trends 

Mastermind at
thinking outside the

box. 



Innovation distinguishes
between a leader and

a follower.

STEVE JOBS



THE
PROBLEM  

CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES

Our salon caters to clients with
special needs.  Clients who
reach out to us suffers from
hair loss problems and balding
issues or receding hairlines. 
 They seek a specialist that can
solve there problem.   



The Digital
Evolution

BIG IDEAS TO COME 

Would like to create products to sell our DIY kits to allow clients who
cannot make it to us due to pandemic.  We create kits for clients to fix
their own Locs or have a stylist near them make the adjustments till
they can make it to me or a specialist.  Create a sales funnel and sell on
Facebook.  

DIFFERENCE 

We promote solutions and outside the box unconventional methods to
clients seeking a specialist that has expertise in this area.  We have
over 30 years of experience and is the lead in creating new trends.  

SOCIAL MEDIA

Is our main source for marketing and website platform.  It has bought
us tremendous types of clients from different states and countries to
visit us through our social media platform. 



Who our customers are:
 
Our customers range from children to adults all ages and although 
 we are a unisex salon we cater to 80% Men 20% Woman.  We are  a
salon that specialize in protective style services as well as repairs
for clients that suffers from hair loss or receding hair lines. Our
clients travel from all around the world fo these services offered
uniquely only by our salon. These clients all are high end type
clientele and pay a high price for these enhancements done on a
residual schedule.  Our clients are loyal to the services we offer and
would not go to anyone else unless they follow same techniques as
we do at our salon.  



The problem that they
have:?

RECEDING HAIRLINE * BALDING  * EDGES GONE  



THE PROBLEM THAT THEY HAVE:

Clients that tried to go natural and realize there hair is too thin seek my
services. The Services Bee offers is proven methods used for years on
same clients that keeps their hair from breakage and neatly done and 
 maintained with Benite revitalized method. Bee has a gift of tranforming
and repairing dreadlocks that enahnces and helps clients feel more
secure,  

SISTERLOC 
INSTANTLOC DREAD
EXTENSIONS

This service was founded by Benite Corion  



ANOTHER PROBLEM

They don't have enough hair to suceed
this style naturally, Bee invented a
permanent hairstyle that is handmade
while client sits in salon to get this
service done instantly. They don't want
to wait or go thru the stages of the ugly
stages and process it takes to start it
naturally so they choose to do the
instant method.  This is called
InstatLoc Dread Extensions each client
is consulted to the specific needs and
look they are looking for and Bee offers
options and solutions that can be
executed once client decides from the
many unconventional methos Benite
will offer once they find this salon.  



InstantLoc Dread Extensions
Install
27.3%

Reinforce
Dreadlocks

20%

SisterLoc Repairs 
18.2%

Hair
Transformations

9.1%

Hair
Transplant

9.1%

BridgeLoc hair
unit

9.1%Braiding
Services

7.3%

Breakdown of 
 most

requested
services  

BASED ON SALES 2018-2020 



Emerging
Industry

Leaders
COMPANY IS A MUST
WATCH

Official logo's for Benite Corion
services at Braids By Bee inc.
We are also trademarked an
logo is in use.  



Social Media Platforms

FACEBOOK

 www.facebook.com/BRAID
SBYBEE

INSTAGRAM

www.instagram.com/BRAID
SBYBEE

TWITTER

www.twitter.com/BRAIDSB
YBE



Founder 
BENITE CORION
2018-2020

TRADEMARK SERVICES  
InstantLoc Dread Extensions, Sisterloc Dread
Extensions, Reinforcement maint., Reattachment Locs,
Hair Transformation, Loc bridge hair units and more 

PROFESSIONAL
Licensed Hair Braider and Salon Owner 



WE CONSULT 
Our clients seek special type services that we cater to at our salon.  Our salon
specialize in Enhancing ones beauty and have high standards with unconventional
methods to accomplish clietns desired request.  

WE PROVIDE PROTECTIVE HAIR SERVICES AND MAKE
CUSTOM HAIR UNITS FOR BALDING CLIENTS.  
Clients seek enhancement to there current look that needs a specialist to create custom options
and solutions for there needs. 

WE START DREADLOCKS JOURNEYS INSTANTLY
WITH OUR METHODS CALLED INSTANTLOC
DREAD EXTENSIONS. 
Start Dreadlocks and have the look in a matter of 1-3 days.  

WE PROVIDE HAIR TRANSFORMATIONS AND
MAKE DREAMS COME TRUE CLIENTS
EXPECTATIONS ARE ALWAYS MET
We do surgery for clients relocating there hair to recrate there look. 
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2500
AMOUNT OF CLIENTELE CONSISTENT



OUR SOLUTION 

It starts out with an initial
consultation, Benite performs a
full assessment of clients
situation before making
suggestions.  

How We Adapt
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Client Reach out to Bee and says I
Saw your work and I'm interested.  

Client then is sent a thank you reply
and in order to move further a
consultation is needed.  Client is
Sent a digital form to be filled out
and instructed to send Photos.  

Consultations are $150 and 30
minutes long.  We consult clients
and offer 2-3 optios of what can be
done. Client then decides which
service they would like to book for.   



What Our
Clients SaySHAKERA BROWN

Recent review on Google

My instaloc/ with extensions date was Oct 17 & Oct 18.
So I waited to post a review because I wanted to see
how my locs held up. Its exactly a month and I am very
happy with the results and how they have held up.
Benite responded to my inquiry promptly, answered all
of my questions and sent pictures, she was flexible,
allowing me to reschedule with a 4week notice.The day
of my install, Benite and her daughter tagged team my
sisterloc sized locs, provided great customer service,
and conversation. Since having my install I feel
confident and feel that it was worth every dime.I’ve
gotten soooo many compliments. Finally the price point
is high $$$. But if you can’t afford it, you probably
shouldn’t get it. But any how thank you Benite!!!!! P.s I
traveled 10hrs to see her. Best job I’ve seen compared to
anyone locally. 



What Our
Clients Say

RODERICK HOLIDAY

Reinforcment and Repairs on my
Dreadlocks Services done every 2 months 

Braids By Bee is a professional quality
establishment with expert hair care and

superior service! Since coming to Braids By Bee
six years ago I have had zero breakage or loss to

my locs. Bee is absolutely the very best in the
business without question!.



BEST KEPT SECRET 

Entrepreneur

We charge accordning to what type of
services clients need.  

First appt Initial consult is $150 
First Session Appt:: 
Ranges from $900 - $8000 
continous services after first appt is set 
@ every 4-6 weeks for each client. 
Rate 
We make about 10k-20k a month 

Our revenue
model is:
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DILIGENT
RESEARCH

Presentations are
communication tools that
can be used as lectures.

UNIQUE
CONCEPTS

Presentations are
communication tools that
can be used as lectures.

CREATIVE
CAMPAIGNS

Presentations are
communication tools that
can be used as lectures.

DIRECT BUSINESS
IMPACT

Presentations are
communication tools that
can be used as lectures.



A PROVEN TRACK
RECORD

Started these services back in
2011 and have a proven track
record with the business
growth despite the pandemic
during 2020. Our company has
been resilient and have stood
tall.  



THE SOLUTIONS

WE FILL IN HAIR LOCS IN MISSING AREAS.



TRADEMARK
SERVICES

Allow other stylist to learn
the trade and offer these
type services in salon.

Moving Forward
TEACH ONLINE CLASSES

LUCRATIVE INCOME

Proven to make over 100k in
earning a year +  

FRANCHISING

open other locations in
other 



Our revenue model is: 

CONTINOUS PLAN

Once clients contact Braids
By Bee automation plan is

set up for continuous
services. 

CAMPAIGN
CREATION

We are commited to sharing
stories that allows ads to be

placed  

CONSISTENT
SESSIONS 

aquire clients with special
needs that can keep up with

the lifestyle hairstyle 



Meet Our
Team

BENITE CORION

CEO/Founder

SARIAH DODIER

Assistant Manager  

BIANCA CORION 

Treasure 
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4600 N. University Drive Suite 405

Lauderhill, FL 33319

United States

PHONE

(954)-297-5466

EMAIL

BraidsByBee@Aol.Com
Www.BraidsByBee.Com

OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES



Encourage clients to check our reviews
our platforms and the stories we share

on social media platforms. 

Find  us
on all
social
media

platforms


